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Business Challenges in today’s environment  

Inconsistent user interfaces 
Users who are forced to adapt to inconsistent user 
interfaces are less efficient and productive. Additionally, this 
can cause frustration and lead to poor satisfaction and an 
unhappy workforce.  
 
Inefficient scanning workflows 
Without a consistent user interface, it makes it harder for the 
user to perform their scan workflows efficiently. Also, without 
the right technology in place users are not able to take full 
advantage of advanced scanning workflows that lead to 
increased user satisfaction and ultimately an improvement in 
productivity and scanning efficiency.  
 
Security and compliance risks 
The pains of meeting compliance regulations and enforcing 
standardized processes are common occurrences that 
reduce efficiencies and can lead to expensive fines. 
Organizations that are using older technology open 
themselves up to security and compliance risks. It is also 
harder for them to manage and secure their environment. 



 
Copitrak Advanced Scan Solution Advantages 

 Powerful, efficient scanning workflows. 
 Enhanced Security and compliance eliminating risks.  
 Unified user interface for all your scanning devices 
 On-screen viewable scan preview that allows live 

adjustments prior to routing. 
 Highly proficient OCR engine to make your PDFs 

searchable. 
 Abundant amount of scan routing options available, 

including Scan to document management systems, 
desktop, secured folders, e-mail, Fax, among many other 
routes. 

 Scan features that include “scan and print”, bates 
stamping, pdf splitting by file size or by number of pages, 
QR code banner pages, custom document renaming, and 
the list goes on. 

 Supports various scanning modes such as local push, 
network push or pull “twain” scanning. 

Copitrak Solution 
We are the #1 cost recovery and document scanning workflow platform. 
It boosts productivity, tightens security, lowers costs, reduces waste, and 
recovers expenses of printing, copying, scanning and more. Its modular 
architecture and broad feature-set boasts the lowest cost of ownership 
and fosters green workplace and IT initiatives. 

Contact Us 
To learn more about how Copitrak can efficiently increase 
workflow in your environment, contact us today by visiting our 
website or giving us a call at: 

                                        
                                                  USA:  206.344.5929  info@sai‐usa.com 
                                                  CAN:  604.685.1078  info@sai.ca 

https://www.sai.ca/

